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POWERMAN



James Smith aka Powerman was  a normal guy he was 17 a A+ student in High school 
He was in the gifted Program . He had two sisters, Marie Smith and Sarah Smith. Marie is 
a 7 year old pest in the family she would annoy everybody all the time. Sarah was a great 
Student in College. She was very close to James. His favorite color was Blue. His Favorite 
Band was Skrillex. James really likes Reading.

 Chapter 1
The Boy Before Powerman
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One day James Smith was having a party when his 
friend Sam Stern came and  Dragged him away and 
told him that he needed to come to his house, 
because he wanted to test his new machine. It 
WORKED!!!. He crossed arms and James grew and 
and grew and grew he could see a lot of things!! Then 
he came back down. He Wanted to use this power for 
Good, Not Evil. He named  himself Powerman

Chapter 2

How James Gets His Power
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It was the day to defeat the robot. James got up at  2:00 am and 
got really big and in one scoop he picked up the junk pile and threw 
it without the Robot. It ran as fast as a missile and ran right in to the 
ocean but it didn't malfunction!  The robot started to shoot lasers at 
him so James had to step on it! 

Section 3

Not As Planned
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One Day in the city James was walking  through the city When he 
heard a noise from a junk pile. “Stop right there!” said James and 
then he saw a robot poke his head out of a junk pile. Then the robot 
Shot a laser at James. James Jumped Back and Ran Home James 
thought “i will defeat that rust bucket!”  Then James Thought all 
Night and got REALLY bad scores in School. But the good thing 
was he thought of something. He knew that robots are attracted to 
junk. James would move the junk to the ocean then the robot would 
malfunction and shutdown.

Chapter 3

Bad As Ever
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James Was very popular. Now, he went on national 
news and he became a loved celebrity. He was on many 
poster, wallpapers,billboards. He got married to Sarah 
Lee-ringer. They lived happily ever. After 7 years, James 
JR. Smith was born. he had the power too! he fought 
crime too just like his dad!

To be continued ...............

Section 5

The life After the ordeal
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Praise For “Powerman”
I like your pictures, your book is cool, and I really liked your superhero
you are cool 
 I like your super hero

The book is great. The superhero is kind of original.It has a great Plot.It will be a good book.
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